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"The cookie market trails behind some US snack
categories. Year-over-year growth is slower than some of
the savory leaders, but outpaces confectionery and frozen
options, both of which struggle with a poor perception of
health. Prepared cookies make up the lion’s share of sales
(and growth) in the category, followed by cookie dough and
cookie mixes."
- Beth Bloom, Associate Director - Food & Drink
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Cookie sales growth is slow
Snacking is popular, but snack categories need to be on guard
Future growth will require expanding occasions

Cookie consumption is nearly universal, meaning future growth in the category will require increasing
consumption frequency rather than growing consumers. Improving health positioning and diversifying
formats can expand cookie occasions.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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“Other” channels outsell supermarkets; cookies have strong online sales potential
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Nestlé loses share to smaller brands
Figure 27: Multi-outlet sales of cookie dough, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2018 and 2019
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94% of US households eat cookies
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Cookies with chips and sandwich cookies lead
Figure 31: Cookie types consumed, April 2019
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Parents eat their kids’ cookies
Figure 33: Cookie types consumed, by parental status, April 2019
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Packaged cookies lead
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Women are more likely to make cookies at home
Figure 35: Cookie source, by gender, April 2019
Younger cookie eaters can be engaged in many ways
Figure 36: Cookie source, by age, April 2019
More than half of parents buy cookies from in-store bakeries
Figure 37: Cookie source, by parental status, April 2019

Reasons for Cookie Consumption
Cookies are treats: the good and the bad of it
Figure 38: Reasons for cookie consumption, April 2019
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Treat positioning key in outreach to women
Figure 39: Reasons for cookie consumption, by gender, April 2019
Functionality resonates with younger eaters
Figure 40: Reasons for cookie consumption, by age, April 2019

Important Cookie Attributes
Flavor leads cookie choice
Figure 41: Important cookie attributes, April 2019
Women seek treat positioning in attributes
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Price is especially important to young cookie eaters
Figure 43: Important cookie attributes, by age, April 2019
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Size
A quarter of cookie eaters want bite-sized options
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Vast majority of cookie eaters want chewy options
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A third of cookie eaters are interested in low-sugar options
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Men are interested in protein, women interested in clean label
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Perception of Cookie Types
Packaged cookies struggle with health
Bakery section cookies perform well for taste, but could expand appeal
Cookies baked from scratch at home lead for comfort
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Cookie mixes are seen as fresher than packaged cookies
Figure 54: Correspondence Analysis – Symmetrical map – Perceptions of cookie types, April 2019
Figure 55: Perceptions of cookie types, April 2019

Healthy Cookies
Sugar reduction is the clearest means of improving health perception…
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…but there are many options for health positioning
Figure 57: Healthy cookies, by age, April 2019
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Quality Seekers (34%)
Figure 59: Profile of Quality Seekers, February 2019
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Figure 60: Profile of Adventure Eaters, February 2019
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Value Chasers (15%)
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Implications of food/drink consumer segments on cookies
Time Savers don’t rule out baking from a refrigerated/frozen mix
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Appendix – The Market
Figure 67: Total US retail sales and forecast of cookies, at current prices, 2014-24
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Figure 68: US retail sales and forecast of cookies, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2014-24
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Appendix – Key Players
Figure 76: Multi-outlet sales of cookies and cookie dough/mixes, by leading companies, rolling 52 weeks 2018 and 2019
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